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Mohawk Football Faces Challenges Head-on 


Football’s Home Opener by Allison Burke 


To start off the Mohawks’ season, the team faced off against the Shawsheen Valley Rams on the Mohawk home field. The Rams won 
the coin toss and chose to kick-off to the Mohawks to start the game at the Mohawk 40 yard line. Both teams punted to each other to end their 
first drives, and the Mohawks began the second drive at the 35-yard line but were forced to punt again. The Rams gained 22 yards to start 
their second drive, but #2 Brain Kane intercepted the ball for the Mohawks, ending the first quarter. The second quarter began, both teams 
making little progress on their 3rd drives, but Mohawk player #12 Ryan Flynn took the team 15 yards with a quarterback keeper during the 
Mohawks’ 4th drive. The second half began, and the Rams scored two touchdowns during the 3rd quarter. A personal foul against the Rams 
started the 4th quarter with a Mohawk first down. They gained a second first down after the Rams shoved a Mohawk over the line. Although 
the Rams scored another touchdown and won the game, the Mohawks ended the game with three first downs in a row, promising continued 
persistence and skill that will surely win them games as the season continues.  


Mohawk Football Homecoming Game by Allison Burke 
A strange mismatch occurred on the brisk fall day of the Millis Mohawk Homecoming football 


game. Their opponents, the Notron Lancers, won the coin toss, and the Mohawks stepped onto the field 
sporting pink accessories for Breast Cancer Awareness Month. The Lancers’ ended both their first and 
second drives with touchdowns, and in between the Mohawks ended their first drive with a turnover on 
downs. As the second quarter began, the Lancers continue their behavior from the first quarter with 
numerous flags for personal fouls. As the Mohawks continued to play fairly, the Lancers ended the first 
half with another touchdown, losing the extra point after a well-timed block by #8 Tally Smith. 
Throughout the third quarter, the Mohawks defense put a stop to any further scoring by the Lancers. At 
one point, #2 Brian Kane put a full-blown stop against the Lancers’ ball carrier. The Mohawks forced a 
Lancers fumble, and the opposing team continued to suffer the consequences of their roughhousing and unsportsmanlike conduct with a flag 
that started the Mohawks on the Lancers’ 30 yard line. By the fourth quarter, the Millis defense continued to hold strong, #75 Netinho Olivieri 
tackling someone with a body slam that, despite resulting in what might have been the first Millis flag of the game, earned cheers from his 
teammates. Millis didn’t go down without a fight, as they matched the screaming and jeers the Norton players had been throwing at them all 
game. Despite losing, it’s clear that the Mohawks have made great progress since their last game, and the loss wasn’t out of lack of effort, but 
merely the sheer size of Norton’s team. Even with the Lancer’s disrespectful behavior of running around the field and shouting after shaking 
hands, the Millis Mohawks maintained their heads and value of sportsmanship that shows the losers are often the honorable ones.  


Don’t Be Too Stressed about Triple E  
Despite EEE forcing football away from the Friday Night Lights, there’s not much to fear 
By Lauren Taylor  


Along with the normal anxiety that comes with starting a new school year, this time around students have to worry about Eastern 
Equine Encephalitis: a blood-borne pathogen that has been making an appearance in towns surrounding Millis. Eastern Equine Encephalitis, 
more commonly known as Triple E, is usually found in horses in the New England area. With a whopping 33.3% fatality rate and lasting 
neurological issues for survivors, this is rightfully something that the majority of the population fears. As a town that has never experienced a 
pathogen like Triple E, not a lot of people know how to handle a situation like this one.  Continued on p. 5 
A Grand Opening for Grand Possibilities   The new Clyde Brown School 
by Jackie Welby 


     On September 7th, 2019, Millis’s new elementary school held an official ribbon-cutting 
ceremony and invited the public to see the school. As townspeople made their way inside, they 
were able to make a first impression from the school’s design. It looks similar to other recently 
developed schools, sharing a sleek, modern aesthetic. Even the bike racks are minimalistic: they all 
look like two blocks with a hole inside them.  
     Stepping inside, visitors are directed to sit in one of the many chairs of the school’s gymnasium. 
It seems smaller in space compared to the old elementary’s gym, but it does feature a small rock 
wall for the students to enjoy on one end of it. The other end has a stage, where there were nine of 


the many important people who were part of the school’s development.  Many of the speakers took the opportunity to give their thanks to the 
people for their patience. Wayne Klocko, Chairman of the Millis Permanent Building Committee, said that sometimes a project, “takes a 
village”, and he was ever grateful for the town’s dedication. Other speakers described their positive outlook on the elementary’s future. Nancy 
Gustafson, Superintendent of Millis Public Schools, said with a smile, “The vision is now a reality.” Continued on P. 2  
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Grand Opening: (Continued from front page)  


After many speeches and elementary students singing “Sweet Clyde F. Brown”, a rendition of Sweet 
Caroline about Millis’s elementary school, the townsfolk were 
allowed to roam the school and see everything for themselves. 
The school has several wings for different grades, and each has its 
own open space in the middle. It features a whiteboard and a projector 
for more visual learning. In addition to that, the wings on the upper 
level of the building with students in higher grade levels have several 
shelves of books to read. On the ground level, there’s the Music 
Room, Art Room, and a S.T.E.A.M. (Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics) Room. Scattered throughout the 
school are “Small Group” rooms, reminiscent of small rooms for 
group work found in libraries on college campuses. Outside the 


school, the old gazebo still stands, and a playground is there to entertain the students. It contains parts from the 
previous elementary’s playground and some new attractions, such as a long, blue slide and what looks like a type of rope bridge kids can 
climb. Ben Lewis, a student of the new elementary school, described it as an “ultra better playground.” 
     High hopes are the best way to describe the feelings the town, both adults and students, holds for this school. The school and all its 
features look promising, and the students enjoy said features. Now the future looks brighter with the enabling of brighter minds. 


A New Look for the MS/HS Library  
by Ashley Lindberg 


          The Millis Middle/High School library recently received a makeover. Over the 
summer, the library installed a new rug to replace the previous rug that had been there 
for more than 25 years. With a new set up, the bookshelves are positioned in a slanted 
direction, making the library more open and bright.  
          Thanks to MERIT, the library gained another cafe table. Parent donations 
added six high top stools so that students can enjoy a new place to relax and do 
homework. 
        Plans are ongoing to keep the library student-friendly. More chairs would be 
appreciated! Please contact Mrs. Divver, pdivver@millisschools.org if you can help. 


Will the gate stay open all year?  
How long will the temporary parking last until they turn into a tennis court? 
By Rachel Geddes 
  The gate is going to be opened for the rest of the year.  


“I was a little worried about it at first, but it actually reduces traffic at dismissal time,” said MHS Principal Robert Mullaney.  Drivers, 
as always, have to watch out for people that are crossing the street.  


The new temporary parking lot is for Clyde Brown staff only. Once the old Clyde F. Brown school is taken down, a parking lot will be 
placed there, and the temporary parking lot next to the CFB elementary school will become the tennis courts.  


“Unfortunately, I don't think that will happen until next year,” said Mr.Mullaney.  
The Netherlands Students 
By Chloe Verrochi 


Every year, foreign exchange students from the Netherlands come to our school and 
stay with some of our classmates for about a week. Later on in the year, our classmates go to 
their country to learn about the culture and many other things. There were a lot of things that 
were different this year from last year. Last year, the exchange students roamed around most of 
the time and some even interrupted some classes, but this year they were left in a room most of 
the time, separated from us, or on a trip somewhere. This lead to fewer interactions with them.  


The presentations that were given during their time here were extremely interesting, 
with two videos shown. One presentation 
was on prefered transportation in the 
Netherlands, and the video explained the 
geography of the Netherlands. The second presentation was about Dutch customs. The 
video that was added was about their New Year's celebration. It was a very explosive 
video, and everyone seemed to enjoy it.  
Overall, it was great to have the Netherland students in the school once again, and next 
year will be even better. Till then, great wishes go to the students who will be going to the 
Netherland later this school year. Have a great time, and represent Millis well. 


 
Homecoming Court 2019:  
L-R: Cooper Anderson, Lexi Vaillancourt, Zach Clark, Mia 
Ferzoco, Josh Bergman, Erin Mundy (Queen), Ryan Brooks, 
Emma Rice, Sydney Price, and Hadley McPhee 
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Sports Around Millis: Fall Roundup  
by Bethany Steiner 


Girls’ Soccer  
Girls’ soccer, with a current record of 10-4-4, is looking to finish their season strong. 


Junior Grace Jewett says that, “the team has not only improved on the field, but also off the field. 
We have become a family these past few weeks, and you can tell that from how we have been 
playing that things are clicking.” With all of the hard work put in and team dedication, this team 
has a chance to go far. “Our main goal as a team is to play as hard as we can and put in 110% into 
every single practice and game, especially with the tournament coming up. We have to keep the 
past where it is and focus on the future and getting to the finals again,'' says senior captain Sydney 
Bailen. But nothing is ever taken for granted, and they take it one game at a time. Now that the 
team has qualified for the tournament, each game of the season becomes super important for 
seeding in an attempt to get a home game.                                                                                               MHS Girls Soccer team at Gillette Stadium  
 


Boys’ Soccer 
The Millis Boys’ Soccer Team finished their main season and are looking ahead to playoffs. 


They had some key wins this year against Whitinsville Christian, and Hopkins Academy to claim 
their spot in the tournament. They beat Hopkins 3-0 with goals scored by Ben Pudleka and Bretton 
Kholer. They were able to pull off the win against Whitinsville Christian in a close game, edging 
them out with a 3-2 victory with goals scored by Ian McPoland, Bretton Kohler, and Junior Viera.  


           MHS Boys Soccer at Gillette Stadium 
Golf  


Finishing the season with 6 wins, the Golf Team has doubled the school record of wins in the history of Millis Golf. As a relatively 
new program that has been building over the past couple of years, Millis got some well-deserved victories. Their biggest win was against 
Medway. They had never beaten Medway, and it was their last match of the season. All of the players came up big to pull off that victory, and 
it was a great way to end their season. Also, congratulations to freshman Logan Barber, who qualified for and competed in the D3 South 
Sectional golf tournament.  


 


Cross Country  
Millis Cross Country has had one of their best seasons ever, and it is 


looking to keep it going with invitationals and states on the way. The season 
started off great, with the boys getting their first win in decades against Dedham 
High school on their home course. With three home meets this year, the boys’ 
course record has been broken by junior Mitchell White with a time of 16:18, 
and the girls’ course record has been broken by junior Michaela Hafford with a 
time of 18:56.  The runners credit part of their success to their new coach, 
Siobhan Clayton. “Coach Clayton is the best thing that’s ever happened to Millis 
Cross country. She is probably the best coach in the league,” says Mitchell 
White. There have been numerous personal records set by all runners, both in the 
high school and middle school. “The team has been the best it’s ever been. 
Between the improved workouts and the dedication of everybody involved, 
Millis XC has a great future ahead!” claims junior captain, Joseph Scolponeti.  


          MHS Cross country team before a home meet at Oak Grove 
Highlights from Homecoming  
Thanks to Maggie Graham for the photos!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
   The MHS Band played at every home game, Saturdays 
included! Kudos to Mrs. Norton and the students! 
   Congratulations to the Mohawk Football team for the team spirit  
and energy in spite of the mosquitos! 
   And … the 2019-20 Homecoming Court “on the field”! 
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13th Annual Girls’ “Volleyball for a Cure” 
by Emma Tomlin 


The Millis Girls’ Volleyball team hosted the 13th annual 
Millis “Volleyball for a Cure” on October 15, 2019, and all 
proceeds from this event went to the Dana-Farber Cancer Research. 
There were raffles, prizes, contests, and great volleyball games. 
Freshman 1 played Freshman 2 to start off the whole event at 4:30 
pm, then at 5:30 was the JV team against the Bethany Christian 
Eagles. At 6:30 pm, it was Varsity against Bethany Christian 
Eagles. Between sets two and three, there were prizes and contests 
and the announcement of the winners of different baskets.  


Unfortunately, Millis lost 0-3, but the overall event was a success.       (L) Bethany Christian Eagles and (R) Millis Girls Volleyball Team 
In fact, this year Millis Girls Volleyball raised… (drum roll please!) $4,510! This is the most money raised in  the 13 years that this event has 
been run. As the junior captain of the Varsity team, I was proud of what we accomplished this year. Thank you to everyone who came out and 
supported the program on such a special night. Even if you just bought a shirt or made a small donation, everything counts, and the volleyball 
program thanks you! 


How to Buy a Mountain Bike  
by Ryan Berube, Gr. 8 Creative Writing Student 


Buying a new mountain bike can be daunting, especially if you don’t know much about it. You need to pick the right one; size, 
reliability and geometry can make big differences on how you are able to ride the bike. It is best to ride a bike meant for the kind of biking 
you’re interested in. 


Mountain bikes differ in their uses. Cross-country (XC) bikes are meant for racing across a flatter grade to an incline; downhill bikes 
and enduro bikes are meant for steep downhill grades. Dirt jumpers are meant specifically for big jumps, usually more than ten feet high. Dirt 
jumpers have a longer profile and are lower to the ground, to make it easier to move your body around in the air. They have no rear cassette 
and therefore only have one gear. XC bikes usually have a very short but very tall frame. This makes pedalling more efficient, a must for XC 
racing. They also have a front set of gears and a back set, as opposed to other bikes, with only a rear cassette. Cross country bikes are the only 
bike with a front set of gears. Downhill bikes are somewhat in the middle; while they aren’t the best at XC or dirt jumping compared to the 
bikes for those specialized purposes, they can be used for both. They usually only have a cassette in the back. One common factor to consider 
when buying a bike is the headtube angle. The higher the headtube angle, the steeper the frame. 


Almost all mountain bikes have suspension. If a bike is shaking on rough ground, it affects the maneuvering of the bike. Downhill 
bikes usually have both front and rear suspension. Going down a mountain at forty miles per hour and hitting a bump without suspension is 
going to hurt a lot more than hitting a bump at ten miles per hour. Without suspension, that bump will send you flying, but good suspension 
improves your odds of staying on the bike. Cross country bikes commonly only have front suspension, as do hardtail bikes at entry level 
prices. 


Bikes with both front and rear suspension, or full suspension bikes, start entering the very expensive range (around $5000 for a good 
one). Full suspension XC bikes are usually only worth it if you are going to be racing XC or riding extreme courses. Dirt jumpers are usually 
hardtails, but you can buy full suspension dirt jumpers called slopestyle bikes. Slopestyle bikes have the same frame shape as dirt jumpers, 
but are full suspension. They are somewhat meant for the same courses as enduro and downhill bikes, but their courses are more jumping 
oriented. If you are looking at the three to five hundred dollar price range, you will probably be buying a XC bike. Almost all full suspension 
bikes under a thousand dollars won’t be reliable. You will be better off buying a high-end hardtail around a thousand dollars than a low-end 
full suspension around five hundred dollars. 


There are also different types of shocks. There are coil shocks and air shocks. Air shocks offer more ability to tune them, but are more 
fragile and more expensive to repair. Coil shocks are not as tune-able, but are way cheaper and can take more impacts. A beginner will be fine 
with a coil shock, but an air shock is probably the way to go if you have thousands of dollars to spend and are an experienced rider. 
Where you buy your bike can make a difference too. Avoid online department store bikes. Most bikes on there won’t be trail worthy. You can 
buy bikes online, from the dealer’s website. If you do buy a bike online, you don't get to see if it fits. You also have to assemble it yourself, 
though you don’t have to assemble the whole bike, and it comes with instructions. Buying a bike from a store, such as Foxboro Bike, is also a 
good idea. Avoid department stores, especially if you’re looking at low prices, since that might mean the bikes are not as durable. If possible, 
buy from a dealer. It could help you in the future. Sometimes you can get warranties and tune-ups from 
dealers. Foxboro Bike, in Foxboro, sells Trek bikes. Landry’s Bicycles in Norwood and Natick sell Trek, 
Specialized, and Santa Cruz bikes. 


There are many things you can do to spec out and improve a bike. You can buy bikes with carbon 
frames, which are lighter, but break far more easily. One scratch on a carbon frame can weaken the integrity 
by a lot. Weight is a big part of a bike. It changes how the bike handles, and how you handle it. You can 
also buy different size tires: 27.5 inch tires are most common now, 29 inch tires are the newer size, and 26 
inch tires are the smallest. The bigger the tire size, the easier the tire will roll over things on the trail. There 
are also fat tires, which are usually around four inches wide. You do need special frames for each new tire 
size. Different gripped tires change the way the bike handles on the trail.  


On a bike, the easiest thing to change is probably the grips. They are also the cheapest. There are 
two different types of grips:, slip-on, and lock-on. Lock-on grips have a collet, with an allen screw that can be tightened onto the bars. Slip-on 
grips just slide on. A lot of bikes have wing grips, which have a wing that comes out. Handlebars are quite easy to change too. They are 
usually around eighty dollars. New handlebars and grips can change the overall feel of the bike. Stems hold the handlebar to the fork, and are 
usually around fifty bucks. They come in different lengths, so they hold the handlebars farther or closer from you. Almost anything on a bike 
can be changed or replaced for damage. Very small changes can make a huge change the feel of a bike.  


Not covered in this piece is custom bikes. You can find great resources for custom bikes online, but beginners typically don’t ride 
custom bikes. If you are looking for road bikes, bmx bikes, or leisure bikes, check online for resources as well as shops. Once you have 
purchased your new bike, get out on the trail, and have fun! 
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Triple E: Continued from front page 
How to avoid Triple E 


Mrs. Molinari, the Millis High School nurse, states that her biggest advice for students is to “be aware of the symptoms, and take the  
necessary precautions.” While Triple E hasn’t hit Millis yet, we are a critical target for the disease. The only way to contract Triple E is by 
blood, such as being bitten by an infected mosquito. Because of this, it is very easy to avoid the disease as an individual. The best way to do 
so would be to stay indoors after the town’s set curfew of 6 pm. The sports teams have already taken action, as they’ve moved their outdoor 
practice times to fit this new regulation. Another good idea is to use as much bug spray as you can, keeping careful attention to the arms, legs, 
head, and sleeves. This isn’t just a way to avoid Triple E, but it can also help with the risk of ticks and other diseases caused by blood-sucking 
pests. The town of Millis has been spraying pesticides at public parks and buildings, including the school, so ask a parent if they could treat 
your house and yard to be as safe as possible.  
Why you shouldn’t worry 


Triple E is currently the most serious pathogen we’ve had to worry about as a community. However, it isn’t as prominent as one may 
think. There have only been a couple of instances of humans affected by the disease, none of which came from Millis. Along with this, there 
have been less and less mosquitos as the weather has cooled off for the fall. The town has taken all the necessary precautions we need to take, 
so as long as you stay indoors at night and use bug spray whenever going outside, you should be okay. While Triple E is a serious disease, 
and it’s a good idea to be wary of oneself, the chance that you as an individual will be infected is 
little to none.  


Body Worlds Field Trip 
By Ally Burke 


To end the first month of school on a fun note, during the half-day on September 25th, both 
the Anatomy and Art classes took a field trip to the Museum of Science in Boston. There they saw 
and explored one of the newer exhibits up on temporary display, Body Worlds and The Cycle of 
Life. The display showcased more than 100 real human bodies that have been preserved and 
dedicated to science. The various sections of the exhibit showed the development and decline of the 
human body by means of age and various illnesses. Students were able to examine and witness the 
different stages of diseases, the inside workings of organs, and even a very real human nervous 
system that had been removed from its donor. The amazing condition of these bodies is due to the 
process of plastination, a scientific technique invented by Dr. Gunther von Hagens that involves 
infusing the body with plastic to replace any of the biodegradable aspects. It was created specifically 
for this kind of unique storytelling that educates future generations in ways no textbook can and 
allowed Millis students fascinating insight into what makes us human.  
Harry Update!  
By Olivia Themistocles 


We all love Millis High’s therapy dog, Harry. But what has he been up to? Over the summer he swam 
on the beach, went on a boat cruise, and went on a plethora of exciting trips. His Instagram has also been 
updated to spread even more PAWsitivity. Every Friday his account gives a shout out to a student who is 
kind, helpful, and positive. You can follow him @harrymhs on Instagram for updates. He has also been 
indulging in fetch, naps, and spending time with others.  


Looking forward, Harry has some big plans. This includes becoming involved with the community in 
various ways. He plans on visiting advisories, English classes, Clyde Brown, and nursing homes. The goal is 
to expose him to the community so everyone may benefit from him.  


Mrs. Sullivan and Harry would like everyone to know that he is usually in Mrs. Sullivan's office and 
anyone may come down to see him. He is very friendly and loves all the students.  
 
 


 


Fun New Fad? by Jackie Welby  
This little ball and string game has a number of our students mesmerized. What’s the 
fascination? Why has this become the latest craze? Here are some of the students’ 
responses from a comment jar in the library:  
     Many had described the kendama’s effects on users: “it helps get my mind off of 
stress and anxiety,” “it’s fun and challenging,” and “it is something to do when you are 
bored.” Some submissions included how they first got into kendamas. One said that 
they bought theirs from “a kid in school.” Another said that they “own one” and first 
heard about it “from friends.”  
     Despite the students’ love for this new pastime, many teachers have shown 
resistance to kendama-playing during class. Some notes try to debate against the 
feedback. “They should be allowed everywhere as long as it's not too distracting.”  
A more internet savvy student used slang originating from the internet to describe their thoughts. “School trying to ban kendamas = clown.”  
 
  
Interested in promoting your Senior Project? Drop your name, information about the project and other details in the box in the library. 
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Student Life 
Senior Projects Highlights 
“Portuguese Club”  
by Victoria Neves 


In the past few years, more Portuguese speakers have come to the United States. Every year, thousands of Brazilians come to live in 
this country, according to the Migration Policy Institute. I was one of them.  


For my senior project, I am opening a Portuguese Club to present my first language to the students and teachers at Millis High School. 
This club will be open to all students in grades 6-12. It will be held after school late winter. Details and signups will be posted after December 
break. 


My goal is to prepare Millis High School to better welcome those immigrants, who in most cases come without any English skills. 
When you learn a second language, you are able to make connections and build relationships with others from a different culture. It also gives 
you an advantage in business that you never could’ve imagined to have. In addition, I want to give this opportunity to people to learn that 
Spanish and Portuguese are not the same, and to know about the people who speak this language. I have a lot of work to do before starting the 
lessons, but I am really excited for this project, and I will work hard on it.  


If you have any questions or you are interested in joining this club, please email me at vicnev20@millisschools.org. 


Student Film Festival  
by Olivia Themistocles 


For my senior project, I will be hosting a student film festival at the Millis Public Library with a TBA date. The proceeds will be 
donated to the TV studio in hopes of buying better equipment that students can access, such as tripods and cameras. This isn’t intended to be a 
competition but more of a showcase. I feel as though the productions made by Millis students are often hidden, so I’d like to expose the 
community to all the hard work and dedication the TV students have made. All students are welcome to submit their videos. I would prefer it 
to be a short film or documentary, etc. If you would like to enter something or have any questions, then feel free to contact me at 
Olithe20@millisschools.org.  


September Students of the Month 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Back Row L-R:  Jack Skerry, Michaela Hafford, Katherine LaDuke, 
Kailey Joe, Ashley Farrington, Peyton Kilmartin; Front Row L-R: 
Linday Suereth, Lauren Taylor, Zack Clark, CJ Maher, Angelina 
Soares (September winners: Katherine, Kailey, Peyton, and Lauren) 


 
 
 
Scary Stories in the Library  
By Tobi Lewis 


The Library Teen Council will be hosting a Scary Stories night on Tuesday, 
October 29th from 2:30 to 4:30 pm in the Millis High library. All from grades four and 
above are welcome. Snacks will be supplied for the price of $1 each. It is recommended 
for younger students not attend due to the spooky content. All proceeds are greatly 
appreciated and will be used to benefit the library. If you or anyone you know has any 
interest in helping out, please contact Mrs. Divver @Pdivver@millisschools.org.  
Be there and be scared!  


Then, on Thursday, October 31st, will be the annual in-school “Scary Story Day.” 
Students from Mr. Caulfield’s speech class and Mr. Carter’s Creative Writing class will 
read to the middle school classes. Special guests may appear! 
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Faculty Talent Show 
By Jack Burns, photos by Ms. Copice 


On the evening of Thursday, October 10, 2019, the fifth annual Faculty Variety Show was held, with the 
purpose of raising money for the G.R.I.T. Scholarship program. In the George C. Ray Auditorium, the show was 
brilliantly hosted by sophomore Nicole Davies and MC’d by senior Lauren Taylor. With the extensive time, effort, 
and dedication to the show by Stephanie Copice, John Saegh, and Joel White, this show was an incredible success.  


The show began with a profoundly choreographed dance routine by Stephanie Copice, in which she 
advanced around the stage very graciously and peacefully. Next up was Patsy Divver, performing her memorable 
comedy act with funny library jokes. She appeared a few times throughout the show to make the crowd laugh in 
between acts. Then, we were introduced to “Field Trip to Nowhere,” a band composed of Steve Bigelow (guitarist), 
Mark Caulfield (guitarist), Brian Kraby (drummer), John Saegh (guitarist/lead singer), and Joel White (guitarist). 


Their powerful song had the crowd cheering within seconds of opening.  
          Succeeding them was Mark Femino, singing his very own original song, 
which was very moving to the members in the audience. Following his act came the 
unforgettable “Service Learning Tables,” an interesting video, featuring Mike 
Carter, Dave Fallon, and Glen Panciocco. Their presentation was in the form of a 
rap video in which they read books and made many jokes, many of which left the 
audience laughing uncontrollably.  
          Next up was another new group, called “80’ Slumber Party,” where the 
teachers Victoria Bartley, Erin Cheney, Riley Dunn, Shannon Graham, and Deb 
Hickey performed an amazingly choreographed dance to the famous “Old Town 
Road.” Afterward, John Saegh came out to perform a solo song before coming back 
to perform with the “Filters” group, featuring Carolyn Chaplin (lead singer), Brian 
Kraby (drummer), and Joel White (guitarist), another outstanding group that had the crowd excited. For end of 
the acts, the group “Speed Bump” performed, featuring Mark Femino (lead singer/guitarist), Brian Kraby 


(drummer), and Joel White (guitarist). These three worked unbelievably well together to pull off an outstanding act.  
          To end the show, the finale was directed by Janice Norton and featured all of the staff and faculty who had performed in the show. The 
Finale was an amazing way to end the show, leaving the audience excited for the next faculty talent show.  
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Meet the 2019-20 New MHS Staff 
By Molly Andrews, photos by Ashley Lindberg 
Olivia Zitoli - Adjustment Counselor 


This year marks Ms. Zitoli’s fourth year working at Millis; she previously worked as a special education paraprofessional in the middle 
school while she completed her master’s in school counseling, but now works as the high school’s Bridge Program counselor. She has also 
been coaching in Millis for the past four years. Ms. Zitoli is one of a handful of staff members who is a Millis resident; she went to both 
Millis Middle and High School (Go Mohawks!), and her love of Millis brought her back home after college. 


Fun fact: She has a four-year-old pug named Charlotte. 
Rachel Hayden - Special Education Teacher  


Before Mrs. Hayden came to Millis, she taught at a middle school in Franklin. Deciding she wanted to try something new, she 
came to Millis to work in a high school setting. Here, she is a special education teacher working with students in all grades in a 
variety of classrooms. When asked about her Millis welcome, she said that the community has been very welcoming and that her 
transition into the high school has gone very well. 
Fun fact: She has a lovable and sweet black lab named Kona. 


Carolyn Chaplin - Special Education Teacher 
Ms. Chaplin was previously a paraprofessional at Milford High School as she worked towards her master’s degree. In high 
school, she enjoyed the Millis environment when she came to Millis-Hopedale football games, and later she was drawn by the 
school’s “Small School, Big Family” mantra. She now works in the high school as a special education teacher and can be found 
either in Mr. Neville’s room or in the Bridge Program with Ms. Zitoli and Mrs. Graham. Ms. Chaplin said the school has 
embraced its motto and has been incredibly welcoming 
Fun fact: She owns a one-year-old Italian Greyhound, Joey, who weighs only eight pounds. 


Beth Morrill - Paraprofessional 
Ms. Morril is currently working as a paraprofessional in the high school. Before coming to Millis, she was at home with her 
three kids and started her master’s in education at Endicott College. She was drawn to Millis by its close distance to Medfield 
and the idea of teaching high school students. When asked about her transition into Millis, she said she loved the community and 
that both staff and students have been friendly and welcoming. 
Fun fact: Her family has three pugs: Frodo, Neeko, and Yoda. 
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Renee Monteiro-Bernard - Art Teacher 


Ms. Monteiro-Bernard came to Millis to teach both digital and fine arts. Prior to this, she worked at Blackstone Valley Tech 
as the Visual Arts & STEAM Integration Specialist for grades 9–12 and at Keith Middle School as a Visual Arts & STEAM 
specialist. She also worked as an adjunct professor teaching Industrial Design and Design Foundations at the Rhode Island 
School of Design and is currently still teaching there in the evenings. Currently she is an art teacher in both the middle and 
high school, a professional artist in Scanography, and a mom to her creative and energetic son. Ms. Monteiro-Bernard 
believes the community has lived up to its motto in its welcome. 


Fun fact: She owns a large Cabinet of Curiosities that she uses as drawing aids for her students, and her son has started his own 
collection. 
Terpsichore’s 11th Anniversary of the Nutcracker  
By Maddie Miga 


Terpsichore, the Millis Middle and High School 
dance club, will present its 11th annual production of The 
Nutcracker this December. The dates for the performance 
are December 6th at 7:00, December 7th at 3:00, and 
December 8th at 2:00. Each year casting, choreography, 
and much more is done by club advisor and director 
Stephanie Copice. Ms. Copice has been teaching 
Chemistry at Millis High School for many years now. She 
began producing her performance of The Nutcracker in 
2008, allowing students from all backgrounds and dance 
experience to join and have fun. Terpsichore is 
welcoming of all students who either have been dancing a 
lifetime or have just begun, offering the kind of 
experience that can be offered at private dance schools. 
From my own experience with Terpsichore I’ve learned 
that being part of Nutcracker takes lots of hard work and dedication, though can be really beneficial.  


Book review: Behind Her Eyes by Sarah Pinbourough 
By: Kate Spangenberg 


If you’re looking for a suspenseful thriller to read this Halloween, Behind Her Eyes is perfect for you. This thriller surrounds the 
life of a single mother, Louise, who is trying to balance her life of raising her son while trying to keep a solid record at her work as a 
secretary. However, one night when Louise goes out and meets David, her life will change forever. What seems like a possible spark of 
a relationship for the future turns out to be something much darker. If you’re looking for a book with many twists and turns and a 
completely unexpected moment at the end, then check this book out today! 


 
  Lauren Taylor’s Cartoon: Lord of the Flies                              Rachel Geddes’ Fall Word Search 


   


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Upcoming Events 
Wednesday, November 6th 
Afternoon Parent Conferences - 12:00-2:30 PM 


Thursday, November 14th 
Evening Parent Conferences - 6:00-8:00 PM 


 
 






